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Genesis and Human Origins
What makes a human “human”?

(and why it is important)

Mark Wessner

BCMB Pastors Study Day

May 3, 2013

What’s the point?

� What is your desired outcome when you preach/teach?

� Short phrase

� Speak and listen

� I preach like a matchmaker …

1. Teaching – explain meaning by an argument

2. Encouraging – facilitate an encounter with God

3. Sage – explore possibilities through analysis

4. Testifying – engage with tradition by articulating

Let’s be open to an encounter with God today
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“Just like at Westwood”

#bcmbped13

Interaction

Thinking out loud
Less churchy than here ☺

Questions about Origins?

� A model of origins must answer:

�Origin of the universe (cosmology)

�Origin of life (biochemistry)

�Origin of species (biology)

�Origin of humanity (anthropology)

What does Genesis say about

what makes a human “human”?

(theology)

#bcmbped13
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The Grand Narrative

� Scene 1: God brings order out of chaos (Gen 1-2)

� Scene 2: Humanity brings chaos out of order (Gen 3-11)

� Scene 3: Partial recovery of order within chaos (Gen 12 – Rev 20)

� Scene 4: Final restoration of order out of chaos (Rev 21-22)

Humanity is introduced in Scene 1

Listen for chaos turning to order

Listen for “human/man”

listen/experience  vs.  read/dissect

You are hereYou are here

Shalom
(nation)

Kingdom
(church)

Shalom
(nation)

Kingdom
(church)

#bcmbped13

Listen to Genesis 1-2 …

Were you struck by the beauty of Scene 1?

What did you notice about

being/becoming human?

#bcmbped13
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What makes a human “human”?

� A naturalistic perspective suggests function

(what we do)

� Language & symbolic thinking

� Brain size

� Bipedal

�Creation and use of tools

� Social ability

� The Genesis perspective suggests more

(what we do+)

#bcmbped13

1. Language & literature

� “Genesis 1 vs Genesis 2” is distracting

� Two accounts, JEDP, God vs LORD, etc not helpful here

� ~da / ~dah / ~dal is limited

� Inconsistent within translations, no obvious pattern

#bcmbped13
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1. Language & literature

� Turning to an ancient source for help …

� The Septuagint?!

� Greek translation of the Hebrew scriptures, often quoted 

in the NT, frequently used by early Christians

� Translates ~da as either anqrwpoj or Adam

� A pattern is discernable …

� One emphasises uniqueness at a large scale (all of 

humanity)

� The other emphasises particularity at a small scale 

(individual humans)

#bcmbped13

2. Humanity as anqrwpoj

#bcmbped13

�anqrwpoj = humanity, human beings (9x in Gen1-2)

�Created in the image & likeness of God (1:26-27)

� Pre&post “Fall” (9:6; Ja 3:9), idea of resemblance/representation

� Expected to manage the earth (2:5,15)

� Pre&post “Fall” (3:23), outside of Gen 1-4 idea of “serving”

� Have been breathed into (2:7)

� Are living beings (2:7)

�Were placed in Eden (2:8)

�Were set apart (2:18)

“You’re just like your Dad!”“You’re just like your Dad!”
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2. Humanity as anqrwpoj

� Humanity is not unique because of process:

� Humans & creatures have the “breath of life” (2:7; 7:22)

� Humans & creatures are “living beings” (1:20,21,24,20; 2:7)

� Humans & creatures were “formed” from the ground 

(2:7-8,19)

#bcmbped13

2. Humanity as anqrwpoj

� Humanity is unique because of identity:
� Image, resemblance

� Humanity is unique because of calling:
�Cultivate, manage, serve

anqrwpojanqrwpojanqrwpojanqrwpoj often emphasizes the uniqueness

of humanity within creation

#bcmbped13

Image and calling are not limited to ChristiansImage and calling are not limited to Christians
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� What if we communicated this to people outside 

of our churches?

� The distinctiveness, value & calling of all humanity

�Would it change how Christians are perceived?

�Would it change how we relate to and serve others?

#bcmbped13

3. Humanity as Adam

� Adam = individuality within humanity (10x in Gen1-2)

� Adam spoke and was spoken to by God (2:16,23)

� Adam was given a one-time opportunity(2:19-20)

� Adam was physically distinct from Eve (Gen 2:20-24)

� Adam and Eve needed each other (2:18)

� If you think “helper” is inferior, read Ex 18:4; Deut 33:7,26,29

� Adam and Eve were “pure” (2:25)

#bcmbped13
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3. Humanity as Adam

� Adam is unique because of a relationship with 

God

� Adam is unique because of a relationship with 

Eve

Adam Adam Adam Adam often emphasizes the uniqueness

of people within humanity

� Does Adam have to be “historical”?
� Not sure that is what Gen 1-3 is talking about

� Death spread because all sinned, not Adam sinned (Rom 

3:23; 5:12)

� Is sin an biological inevitability(1st Adam) but salvation an 

individual choice? (2nd Adam)? (Rom 5:12-14; 1Cor 15:21-22)

#bcmbped13

4. To be fully human is to …

�Live as a representative of God

�Live in relationship with God

�As followers of God who talk about 
human origins, we should:

� … speak with understanding,

� … speak with humility, and

� … speak and live invitationally.

#bcmbped13
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#bcmbped13

Discussion Questions

� How can we talk about being in the “image of 

God” with someone whose picture of God is 

inaccurate or absent?

� How should we, or should we not, partner with 

other groups to care for creation?

� In my church community, what are the doctrinal 

and missional challenges to talking about the 

historicity of Genesis 1-3?

� In terms of engaging both the biblical text and 

my local community, what are my next steps?

understanding | humility | invitation


